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Instructional Materials Committee 

CURRICULUM ADOPTION REQUEST 

Text/Resource Requestor:  

    

Text/Resource Title:      

Author:     

Publisher:         Copyright Date: 

This text is:    New  Replacing (Title): 

Intended Use:  

School: 

Department: 

Grade: 

Subject: 

Number of Copies Needed:       Unit Price: 

This text is intended for use beginning (sy):           

Approval dates 

 

Principal or Dept. Head (name):       Date: 

Instructional Material Committee       Date: 

Board of Directors Approval        Date: 

 

Evaluation 

Reading Level (CCSS Qualitative and Quantitative Measures): 
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1.   What process did you use to evaluate the appropriateness and effectiveness of this text/resource? 

 

 

 

 

 

2. What other materials did you consider? 

 

 

 

 

 

3. In what ways is this material better than the other materials? (Text format, organization content, 

unbiased content concerning minorities and women, teacher’s guide, workbooks, etc.) 

 

 

 

 

 

4. How does this material fit the students learning objectives for the subject area? 

 

 

 

 

 

5. How does this material ensure continuity with the District’s overall program? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Will this material be the basic text or will it supplement the basic text?  If it is supplementary, 

       what is your basic text? 
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Please check the appropriate box for Bias Content evaluation: 

Bias Content Excellent Good Fair Poor N/A 

Presents more than one view point of controversial issues. 

Presents minorities realistically. 

Includes contributions of minority authors. 

Presents non-stereotypic models.
Facilitates the sharing of cultural differences. 

Promotes the positive nature of differences.
Includes the contributions, inventions, or discoveries of 
minorities. 

Includes the contributions, inventions, or discoveries of 
women. 

Presents minorities in a manner that promotes ethnic pride. 

Facilitates an environment open to discovery and 
experimentation. 

5/2015


	eval question 6: This curriculum would replace ReadyGen as our core curriculum for english language arts in all K-4 classrooms. 
	eval question 5: The curriculum is highly aligned to the science of reading approach. 
	eval question 4: The curriculum is aligned to and addresses OSPI reading standards in grades K-4.

	eval question 3: While each program offered a strong focus on foundational skills, most of them replicated what we already do. CKLA ranked the highest in each category, and rose to the top because it not only offered solid instruction of foundational skills, it also addresses comprehension and writing skills. 
The committee unanimously ranked this resource as the highest quality. 

	eval question 2: Sytematic Instruction of Phonological Awareness, Phonics and Sight Words, also known as SIPPS
95% Core Phonics Program
Fundations
Super Kids

	eval question 1: The committee evaluated programs using a rubric that rates the effectiveness of instructional practices, with a special focus on foundational skills of reading. Each teacher scored the curriculum areas of phonological awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary, comprehension, handwriting, writing. They also considered and provided feedback on the usability of materials for teachers and the how engaging the content would be for students. The review included parents and students. During our pilot of the resources we also surveyed students.
	reading level: 
The curriculum provides materials in grades K-4th grade


	approval date 3: 
	approval date 2: 
	approval date 1: 
	principal/dept: 
	 head name: Asha Riley

	for school year: Fall of 2022-2023 
	unit price: $250,000.
	number of copies: 1 set per classroom (6 yrs)
	subject: English Language Arts
	grade: K-4
	department: Elemetary 
	school: Woodland Public Schools Elementary Schools
	Intended Use: K-4 English Language Arts Instruction
	replacing title?: 
	replacing?: Off
	new text?: Yes
	copyright date: 2022
	publisher: Amplify
	author: Mutliple Authors
	title: Core Knowledge Language Arts Second Edition
	requestor: K-4 ELA Adoption Review Committee led by Asha Riley
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